
An Accelerated Domain DecompositionProcedure Based on Robin TransmissionConditionsJim Douglas, Jr., and Chieh-Sen Huang�Abstract. A domain decomposition procedure based on Robin trans-mission conditions applicable to elliptic boundary problems was �rstintroduced by P. L. Lions and later discussed by a number of authors.In all of these discussions, the weighting of the ux and the trace of thesolution were independent of the iterative step number. For some modelproblems we introduce a cycle of weights and prove that an accelera-tion of the convergence rate similar to that occurring for alternating-direction iteration using a cycle of pseudo-time steps results. In somediscrete cases, the cycle length can be taken to be independent of themesh spacing.1 IntroductionConsider the model boundary value problem��u = f; x 2 
;u = 0; x 2 @
; (1)where the domain 
 = (�1;1) � (0; 1) is the unit strip. Split 
 into twosubdomains 
1 = (�1; 0)� (0; 1) and 
2 = (0;1)� (0; 1), and let � = �12 =�21 denote the interface between 
1 and 
2. Then, under reasonable conditions,(1) is equivalent to solving the two problems��ui = f; x 2 
i; i = 1; 2;ui = 0; x 2 @
 \ @
i;subject to the two consistency conditionsu1 = u2; x 2 �;ru1 � �1 +ru1 � �2 = 0; x 2 �; (2)where �i is the outer unit to 
i on �. Let � > 0. Then, P. L. Lions noted thesimple fact that the Robin conditions�rui � �i + ui = ��ruj � �j + uj ; x 2 �ij ; i = 1; 2; j 6= i; (3)� Department of Mathematics, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA1



is equivalent to (2) and based a domain decomposition procedure on (3).In this short paper, we shall study a version of Lions's iteration when theparameter � depends on the iteration index. We shall treat the di�erentialproblem �rst and then consider a discrete approximation by the standard �ve-point �nite di�erence operator. The object is to indicate that a properly chosenparameter sequence can lead to a distinct speedup in the convergence rate forthe iteration. We wish to emphasize that this iterative procedure, with easilychosen parameters, can suppress not just the high frequency modes but also thelow frequency ones in a very stable manner.Let us de�ne Lions's iteration for the di�erential problem (1). Since themodel problem we are considering can be treated by separation of variables inan elementary way, we shall omit technical details, such as worrying over theproper Sobolev spaces for the procedure. The algorithm can be given as follows:� Let u01 j�12= U be arbitrary, so long as u01(0; 0) = u01(0; 1) = 0. Then,solve the Dirichlet problem��u01 = f; x 2 
1;u01 = U; x 2 �12;u01 = 0; x 2 @
1 \ @
:� For n = 1; 2; : : :, let��un2 = f; x 2 
2;�nrun2 � �2 + un2 = ��nrun�11 � �1 + un�11 ; x 2 �21;un2 = 0; x 2 @
2 \ @
;��un1 = f; x 2 
1;�nrun1 � �1 + un1 = ��nrun2 � �2 + un2 ; x 2 �12;un1 = 0; x 2 @
1 \ @
:Note that we have employed a simple version of red-black ordering of thesubdomains; obviously, this concept generalizes to many ways of partitioning
 in either two-or three-space. It also applies to bounded domains, instead ofthe strip domain being treated here, and to equations with variable coe�cients.In both the di�erential and di�erence cases, the analysis given below extendsfor the Laplace operator, with some algebraic complication, to a rectangulardomain decomposed into a union of rectangles without interior vertices; theauthors are still considering the case when interior vertices occur. The extensionto variable coe�cients can be made rigorously by employing this iteration as apreconditioner in a two-stage iteration.Lions [3] gave a proof of the convergence of the iteration for �xed � > 0under some reasonable hypotheses; however, the argument provides no estimateof the rate of convergence. He states that in the �nite-dimensional version of theproblem, geometric convergence results, but no estimate of the rate in terms ofa discretization parameter is given. As an aside in his thesis on the applicationof this technique to the more di�cult Helmholtz problem, Despr�es [1] extendedLions's proof to a more general partition but again without an estimate of anexplicit rate of convergence. Douglas, Paes Leme, Roberts, and Wang [2] didobtain convergence rates for �xed � for a mixed �nite element approximation of(1) under a number of di�erent hypotheses on the coe�cients and the partition.2



The paper is organized as follows. In x2, we consider the di�erential modelproblem in the plane and indicate how its analysis carries over trivially to three-space. A �nite di�erence analogue of the model problem in two space variableswill be treated in x3; it will be necessary to reinterpret the Robin conditionin order to have the iteration compatible with the di�erence equation on theunpartitioned domain. The three-dimensional problem will be treated in x4.2 The Model Di�erential ProblemLet vn = u� un represent the error in the nth iteration, so that��vni = 0; x 2 
i; (4)and the problem is to determine the e�ect of an initial errorv01 j�12=Xk �k sin�ky: (5)It su�ces to treat each mode separately; thus, letv01 j�12= sin�ky:Then, it is easy to see thatv01 = e�kx sin�ky; x 2 
1:Evaluating the Robin transmission condition for v12 on �21 leads to��1 @v12@x + v12 = ��1 @v01@x + v01 = (1� �1�k) sin�ky on �12:Then, since v12 = A12e��kx sin�ky, the boundary condition at x = 0 implies thatA12 = 1� �1�k1 + �1�k ;so that v12 j�21= 1� �1�k1 + �1�k sin�ky:Next, evaluate the Robin condition for v11 on �12 and solve for v11 . By symmetry,it is clear that v11 j�12= �1� �1�k1 + �1�k�2 sin�ky:Note that the choice �1 = 1�kgives v1i = 0 on 
i, i = 1; 2; i.e., if the initial error consists of a single harmonicon �, the error can be eliminated in one iteration; moreover, for any � > 0,each nonzero coe�cient of a mode in the initial condition is reduced. For thosefamiliar with alternating-direction iteration, this observation can bring to mindthe possibility of choosing a cycle f�jg of parameters, in place of repeating asingle �, in order to accelerate the convergence of the iteration.3



Consider the general initial condition (5) and m iterations employing theparameter sequence f�1; : : : ; �mg. Then,vm1 j�12 = Xk �k � mYn=1�1� �n�k1 + �n�k�2 � sin�ky= Xk �k mYn=1R(k; �n) sin�ky:There is no �nite set f�1; : : : ; �mg for which mYn=1R(k; �n) tends to zero uniformlyfor all k; however, in the discrete case to follow, there will be only N = O(h�1)components of the error. Now, in order to lead our intuition properly in thediscrete case, let us �x the number of components at N (hence, assume �k = 0for k > N) and try to �nd a more or less optimal parameter cycle. LetR(k;m) = mYn=1�1� �n�k1 + �n�k�2 ; k = 1; : : : ; N:Let " > 0 and de�ne �1 > : : : > �m and � = �0 < �1 < : : : < �m by1� �n�n�11 + �n�n�1 = " 12 = �1� �n�n1 + �n�n ; n = 1; : : : ;m;where �m is the �rst �n to satisfy �m � N�. Thus, f�ng and f�ng formgeometric sequences,�n = ��1 + " 121� " 12 �; and m � logN4" 12 :Moreover, for any k 2 f1; : : : ; Ng, �k 2 [�n�1; �n] for some n 2 f1;mg, so that0 � R(k; �n) � ". Hence, max1�k�NR(k;m) � "and kvm1 kL2(�) � "kv01kL2(�);so that we have achieved an alternating-direction-like acceleration of the conver-gence of the iteration for the di�erential model problem under the assumptionthat the number of error components is boundable in advance.It is clear that the three-dimensional case of the model problem on 
 =(�1;1)� (0; 1)2 can be treated similarly. In the case that 
 = (�1; 0)� (0; 1),the same conclusion can be reached after a slightly messier argument.3 A Model Finite Di�erence Problem in Two-SpaceLet us consider the discretization of (1) by the standard �ve-point �nite di�er-ence method; i.e., leth = 1=N; xk = kh; y` = `h; f(xk; y`) = fk`;@xxfk` = (fk+1;` � 2fk` + fk�1;`)=h2;4



and approximate (4) by��hu = �(@xx + @yy)u = f; (xk ; y`) 2 
;u = 0; (xk ; y`) 2 @
:We wish to carry over the procedure of the previous section to the discreteproblem. So, �rst we solve the discrete Dirichlet problem on 
1. Then, the ob-ject is to solve the discrete problems with boundary values speci�ed on @
i\@
and a discrete analogue of the Robin condition (3) on �ij thereafter. However, astraightforward discretization of (1) fails to lead to a relation consistent with the�nite di�erence equation for grid points on the interface �ij , since the iterationwould converge to a solution that is linear on each line y = yj between x�1 andx1, a clear violation of the global di�erence equation. Thus, we are forced tomodify the Robin condition; one modi�cation is indicated below.Let @�iui denote the interior, �rst, divided di�erence quotient in the exteriornormal direction on �ij of the function ui = uj
i ; i.e., with ui;k;` = ui(xk; y`),@�1u1;0;` = (u1;0;` � u1;�1;`)=h:As in the di�erential case, let there be two values de�ned at a mesh point on �,u1;0;` and u2;0;`, and write the di�erence equation in the form@�iui + @�juj � �h(@yyui + f)� (1� �)h(@yyuj + f) = 0; i 6= j; x0;` 2 �;where 0 � � � 1. Then, for i 6= j and x0;` 2 �, consistent modi�cations of theRobin transmission condition can be given by��@�iui � �h(@yyui + f)�+ ui = ���@�juj � (1� �)h(@yyuj + f)�+ uj ; (6)again for 0 � � � 1. The choice � = 1 weights the information at the newiterate on 
i the heaviest and seems to be preferable to smaller values for �;thus, we shall require the following transmission condition:��@�iui � h(@yyui + f)�+ ui = ��@�juj + uj ; i 6= j; x0;` 2 �:The choice � = 12 leads to convergence estimates quite similar to those for thedi�erential problem; this case will be indicated later.Let the superscript � on 
i or �ij indicate the mesh points of these setsinterior to 
. We can summarize the iterative algorithm as follows. Let uni = 0on @
, n � 0. Then, let� u01 j��12 arbitrary;��hu01 = f; xk` 2 
�1;� For n � 1,�n[@�2un2 � h@yyun2 � hf ] + un2 = ��n@�1un�11 + un�11 ; xk` 2 ��21;��hun2 = f; xk` 2 
�2;�n[@�1un1 � h@yyun1 � hf ] + un1 = ��n@�2un2 + un2 ; xk` 2 ��12;��hun1 = f; xk` 2 
�1: 5



Let vn = u� un represent the error in the nth iteration, beginning with aninitial error on �12 given by (5) with the range of k given by k 2 f1; : : : ; N �1g,where N = h�1. Thus,� v01 j�12= N�1Xk=1 �k sin�ky; (7)��hv01 = 0; xk` 2 
�1;� For n � 1,�n[@�2vn2 � h@yyvn2 ] + vn2 = ��n@�1vn�11 + vn�11 ; xk` 2 ��21;��hvn2 = 0; xk` 2 
�2;�n[@�1vn1 � h@yyvn1 ] + vn1 = ��n@�2vn2 + vn2 ; xk` 2 ��12;��hvn1 = 0; xk` 2 
�1:Since @yy sin�ky = �4h�2 sin2(�kh=2) � sin�ky, it su�ces to consider themodes one at a time and seek a solution in the formvn1 (xi) = An1 zik;1 sin�ky; i = 0;�1;�2; : : : ;vn2 (xi) = An2 zik;2 sin�ky; i = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;where A01 = 1, �k = 2 sin2(�kh=2);and zk;1 and zk;2 are the rootszk;j = 1 + �k � (�1)jp(1 + �k)2 � 1; j = 1; 2;of the characteristic equationz2 � 2(2� cos�kh)z + 1 = 0associated with separating variables in the Laplace di�erence equation. Notethat zk;1zk;2 = 1 and 0 < zk;2 < 1. (Note that the particularly simple form ofthe solution above results from considering the in�nite strip; if the domain werea rectangle, the solution would be a linear combination of the two independentsolutions in each subdomain.)Let n = �n=h:Then, a simple calculation shows thatA12 = 1� (1� zk;2)11 + (1� zk;2 + 2�k)1 ; A11 = (A12)2:More generally, for the initial condition (7),vn1 (xi; yj) = N�1Xk=1 �k nỲ=1 � 1� (1� zk;2)`1 + (1� zk;2 + 2�k)` �2 zik;1 sin�kyj :6



N�np 1 2 3 4 510 .356e-1 .227e-3 .152e-5 .719e-8 .851e-1020 .100e0 .324e-2 .372e-4 .279e-5 .291e-650 .238e0 .291e-1 .621e-3 .175e-3 .705e-4100 .365e0 .839e-1 .286e-2 .144e-2 .786e-3Table 1: maxk npỲ=1� 1� (1� zk;2)`1 + (1� zk;2 + 2�k)` �2, � = 1Note that, as h! 0, �1 � 12�2h2; �N�1 � 2;so that 1� z1;2 � �h; 1� zN�1;2 � 3� 2p2 � :17:The choice 1 = (1 � z1;2)�1 � 1=�h suppresses the fundamental mode; to seewhat this choice does to the other modes, consider (with 1 = 1=�h)f(�; 1) = 1� (1� z2(�))11 + (1� z2(�) + 2�)1 = ��p(1 + �)2 � 1 + �h�+p(1 + �)2 � 1 + �hfor 12�2h2 � � � 2. For � close to 12�2h, f(�) is small and negative. A calculusexercise shows that f(�; 1) has a minimum for� = �h=(1� �h) � �h;and then f(�h; 1) � �(1�p2�h)=(1 +p2�h):For � > �h, f(�; 1) is increasing and f(2; 1) � �:04. For h = 1=100, theminimum value of f(�; 1) is approximately �:7, so that every mode has itscoe�cient reduced by a factor of at least two for N � 100 if just this singleparameter is used.Let us consider choosing j ; j = 1; : : : ; 5; as follows:j = (1� z2(�j))�1; j = 1; 2; 4; 5; 3 = 1=p2�h;where �j = 2 sin2(�jh=2); j = 1; 2; �4 = 1; �5 = 2:This set of iteration parameters �rst (1 and 2) suppresses the fundamentaland second modes of the error on the interface, then (3) severely reduces thecoe�cients of the modes with frequencies near values at which the �rst twoparameters are least e�ective, and �nally (4 and 5) severely reduces the co-e�cients of the higher frequency modes. The minimum reduction factors forthe coe�cients �k in the initial error (7) for one cycle of iteration using theparameters j ; j = 1; : : : ; np, can be computed; see Table 1.If, instead, we had made the choice � = 12 in (6), then the function f(�; )corresponding to this choice would have beenf(�; ) = 1� (1� z2(�) + �)1 + (1� z2(�) + �) ;7



N�np 1 2 3 4 510 .177e-1 .350e-4 .805e-6 .158e-7 .669e-920 .632e-1 .977e-3 .112e-4 .163e-5 .329e-650 .181e0 .145e-1 .153e-3 .352e-4 .185e-4100 .301e0 .519e-1 .127e-2 .338e-2 .167e-3Table 2: maxk npỲ=1� 1� (1� zk;2)`1 + (1� zk;2 + 2�k)` �2, � = 1and, as in the di�erential case, we would have been led to a parameter sequenceof length O(logN � �� 12 ) to obtain a reduction of the error by a factor �. It isclear from the form of the error reduction functions that the choice � = 1 issuperior to � = 0; the same conclusion can be reached for 12 < � < 1.4 A Model Problem in Three-SpaceLet 
 be the in�nite cylinder (�1;1) � (0; 1)2 and consider the analogousiterative procedure for the seven-point �nite di�erence equation, with 
1 beingthe left half of the domain and 
2 the right half. The entire analysis aboveapplies to this problem if we reinterpret the index k to be fk1; k2g and vnm to bevnm(xi) = Anmzik;m sin�k1y sin�k2z; m = 1; 2; im � 0:Then, change �k to be�k = 2(sin2(�k1h=2) + sin2(�k2h=2)):Table 2 is the three-space analogue of Table 1, with the �ve parametersdetermined as above, except that the �-values are as follows:�j = 4 sin2(�jh=2); j = 1; 2; �4 = 1; �5 = 3:Again, the modi�ed Robin transmission condition is very e�ective.References[1] B. Despr�es. M�ethodes de d�ecomposition de domaines pour les probl�emes depropagation d'ondes en r�egime harmonique. Ph.D. thesis, Universit�e ParisIX Dauphine, UER Math�ematiques de la D�ecision 1991.[2] J. Douglas, Jr., P. J. Paes Leme, J. E. Roberts, and J. Wang. A paral-lel iterative procedure applicable to the approximate solution of second or-der partial di�erential equations by mixed �nite element methods. Numer.Math., 65 (1993) 95{108.[3] P. L. Lions. On the Schwarz alternating method III: a variant for nonover-lapping subdomains. In \Domain Decomposition Methods for Partial Dif-ferential Equations", T. F. Chan, R. Glowinski, J. Periaux, and O. B.Widlund, eds., pages 202{223. SIAM, Philadelphia, PA, 1990.8


